
Review of 

Boeing 737 COM, ATC,  BRT & EFIS Modules 

Manufactured by CPflight 

 

The ultimate upgrade to most flight simulation enthusiast’s virtual experience is to build a 

complete home cockpit to gain the ultimate realism. Previously this has only been for the 

very few including huge companies and flight academies, but today all possibilities are open 

to everyone. 

If you are not interested or has sufficient funds to build a complete cockpit you can start by 

building your own creation using single independent modules or specific module packs 

which can be supplied from various flightsim manufacturers. 

I have had the pleasure of testing another setup from CPflight including both a COM and 

ATC radio together with a Flood and Cabin Door module and the EFIS (EL-series). These 

modules are replicas of the real modules found in the Boeing B737 series and they were very 

interesting modules to try out for sure! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



This review covers all the above mentioned modules from CPflight and all modules will have 

an independent review section within this review. The overall and the purchase, support, 

packing and transport etc. will be covered by a combined review. 

I purchased these modules directly from CPflights website and the purchase was easy and 

quickly done. The transport was with an international forwarder and the lead-time from 

going from Italy to Denmark was only 2 days. This was excellent because when I purchase 

some new modules I am always so excited to receive them that I cannot wait, so 2 days of 

lead-time was very quick. 

All modules arrived in one hard box and they were all packed in their individual boxes with a 

lot of bobble paper around and in between. Inside each box the modules were carefully 

packed in an airtight plastic bag with a lot of polystyrene foam around, so it would be 

impossible to damage the modules during transport. The packing gets a score of 5/5 meaning 

that CPflight has done all they could to make sure of a safe transport. 

Opening the boxes I could see that the modules also had all necessary cables included – this 

both the power adapter and cable for the BRT-modules and the daisy chain connection 

cables between all modules which is 5-pole DIN connection cables. 

To setup the modules and connect to my computer could be done several ways since I 

already have the MCP(EL) that actually is the heart of this setup, but since I also purchased 

the BRT modules, they could also supply the power for all modules since this many modules 

cannot be powered only using the USB connection. Below here is the schematics of my 

connection setup – however excluding the rudder/ailerons trim module. 

 

 

 



My setup looks like the above where the MCP is the heart and which has the connection to 

the computer using the USB cable. To the MCP I have connected the EFIS and from there a 

string to the remaining console modules. The external power I have connected to the BRT 

modules instead of the MCP – this because using the BRT modules I get the possibility to 

regulate/dim the backlight of the console modules. 

The BRT modules that I purchased are the DC version and not the USB version – Please 

notice that CPflight offers two versions so please read carefully the details about them before 

ordering. Basically the DC version is the Daisy Chain version where you connect these 

modules to the other modules, and the USB version you can connect directly to the computer 

using the USB connection cable. I will be more specific later in the review about the 

differences of these versions etc. 

If you already have the MCP and the drivers that you need for that unit, you don’t need any 

additional drivers. If you don’t have the MCP driver this can be downloaded from CPflight 

website under Downloads. In this section you can also find a manual specific for each 

module stating how to connect the unit and an explanation of the sockets, connections etc. 

together with a section where you can download firmware upgrades – currently there are no 

firmware upgrades for these modules. 

The test aircraft add-on that I used during my tests of these modules was the PMDG 

B737NGX and the flightsim platform was FSX. 

The next section of this review is all the individual modules covering an overview of the 

module, a description, a functions list, how to connect the module and the review. 

Included for all modules tested here were downloadable manual (from CP flights website) 

that contained detailed information about each unit including measurements for hole cutout 

etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COM Radio (VHF) 

 

The COM radio is also known as the VHF radio and is a communication radio used for 

creating a verbal contact between the pilots and the tower/other ground stations or other 

aircrafts. The Boeing B737 COM radio by CPflight is a replica of the real COM radio found in 

the Boeing B737 (older versions) – in newer version of the B737 the COM radio is placed in a 

combined unit also featuring COM2, 3, all NAV radios, ADF and more, but this module 

represents only the COM 1 radio – well if you have 2 of these modules you can make them 

function as both COM 1 and COM 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The COM radio features two digital displays, a standby frequency display on the right side 

and an active frequency display on the left side. To control these displays the radio features a 

dual concentric rotator with both an inner and an outer selection knob, which the pilot can 

tune to the requested frequencies down to decimal level.  

Furthermore the radio features a TEST button and also TFR (transfer) button which is used 

for switching the standby frequency and the active frequency – meaning that the pilot tunes 

only the standby frequency and when ready he/she switches the standby frequency to be the 

active which enables the pilot to prepare for other frequencies and thereby eliminating some 

of the stress that could be during a flight.   

On the back of the module you find the DIN 5-pole sockets (2 pcs) – one is for your 

connection IN and one is for your connection OUT. Which socket you use for in and which 

socket you use for out doesn’t matter, they work both ways. There is also a small jumper 

which is used to specify if the COM radio should be used as COM 1 or COM 2 – as standard 

the jumper is set to COM 1. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here below is a compatibility matrix for the COM radio – well actually also for the NAV 

radio. Both radios by CPflight are 99% identical and work the same except that the NAV 

radio is not used for verbal communication and is not a part of this review. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Look and feel – the COM radio is made of a PCB including the various buttons and displays 

which are mounted on a laser cut and powder coated aluminum front plate with laser 

engraved legends and covered by an aluminum box. CPflight has included a backlight 

function by adding PCB based LEDs that can be level controlled by the BRT modules. The 

connection of the radio is a daisy chain connection to either other modules or directly into 

the MCP – that all depends on the complete setup. 

I compared the radio to the animated radio on the PMDG B737NGX and found that this 

radio was not the radio on the PMDG B737NGX since that add-on features the new age radio 

modules from Boeing, but that was however no issue because the radio functioned nicely 

with this add-on and gave me the response and realism which it is mend to do.  

Only one thing I could not get to work was the display alignment of the standby frequency – 

I could tune it perfectly on the module but the animated version did not change – however 

when I switched the standby frequency to be the active frequency, the active frequency in 



the PMDG showed perfectly the correct frequency which I previously had tuned on the 

standby frequency on the module, so all in all the module works perfectly but there is a small 

gab in the PMDG standby frequency and the module standby frequency, but that is just a 

minor detail. 

This unit is certainly very user friendly - the connection was easy with the DIN cables and 

the module was working instantly and without any need to make scripts, coding or other 

programming. When you start up FSX and selects your specific aircraft, in my case the 

PMDG B737NGX, the CPFlight modules are automatically connected to the add-on – only 

one thing you need to do is to tell the CPflight modules which communication port that you 

use on your computer for this connection and when you have told the computer that once it 

will remember the last entry.  

Even though the COM radio is not a very complex unit, CPflight has certainly been able to 

create it perfectly and my overall impression of this module was excellent. The realism is 

awesome and the user friendliness of connecting it to the setup is super – quick, easy and 

completely without any problems. 

One specific thing that I really liked was the interaction the module had with the ATC – well 

I am not sure that it really is the module or more a function within FSX, but what I noticed 

was that when e.g. the ground controller asked me to switch frequency to tower when ready 

for take-off, I would tune the standby frequency and when activating the frequency the ATC 

immediately got the information and I did not have to select the numeric code in the ATC 

window – that really gained me a lot of additional realism for sure! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ATC radio / Transponder 

 

The ATC radio module is also known as the transponder module in aviation. Transponder is 

short for transmitter-responder and is also sometimes abbreviated to XPDR, XPNDR, TPR 

or simply just the TP.  

The function of the ATC module is to send out a response signal when receiving a radio-

frequency interrogation from e.g. a tower controller. These response signals are also known 

as “Squawk codes”. 

This enables the tower controller to assign a number to a specific dot on the towers radio 

monitor or CAS and hereby being able to keep aircrafts clear of each other when flying in 

controlled airspace. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ATC module features one combined digital display showing the squawk code, failure 

and XPNDR number. To control this display the module has two dual concentric rotator 

switches each with both an inner and an outer knob – these rotator switches controls the 

digits of the squawk code. 

Together with these rotator switches the ATC also features an XPNDR switch which 

controls the specific transponder to use as e.g. XPNDR 1 or 2. Additionally there is also an 

ALT Source switch which enables the pilot to select data information to the modules from 

two different sources which is either the Air Data Computer No1 or No2. 

On the ATC module there is also located a 5-step rotator switch which controls if the ATC is 

on/off and also how detailed the response signal will be. I have listed the specifics here 

below: 



 

 STBY: The transponder in in standby mode/off and does not transmit 

 ALT RPTG OFF: The transponder does not send altitude information 

 XPNDR: The transponder is active and also sends altitude information 

 TA ONLY: Activates traffic alerts / warnings 

 TA/RA: Activates traffic alerts / warnings and advises about target resolutions 

 

The last features found on the ATC module are the failure light which will light up in a red 

color if the transponder fails to send out the response signal. This will also be visible inside 

the digital display where the letter “F” will be added to the left of the squawk code.  

In between the two dual concentric rotator switches there is located a small push button 

named IDENT. By pressing this button the pilot can manually send out the response signal 

which otherwise is done automatically every second or so. The specific time interval I do not 

know. 

On the back of this module there is not much to see – only the two DIN connections and 

they work the same as the COM radio. One is used for input and the other for output – 

which you use for input or output doesn’t matter; whatever fits your setup the best. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Look and feel is similar to the COM radio. The ATC module is also build of a PCB with all 

the toggle switches, the rotator switches and the digital display mounted directly on it, and 

placed on a laser cut aluminum front plate with engraved legends. The ATC module also 

features a backlight function with can be controlled by the BRT modules later described in 

this review.  

I compared the CPflight ATC module against the animated PMDG B737NGX ATC module 

and found them to be identical. The ATC module is fully operational and all switches and 

functions are correctly applied to the animated version which then carries out the command 

within FSX. 



Using this module certainly also added a huge amount of realism because I now did not need 

to select the specific squawk codes on the animated ATC but now instead I had a real piece 

of hardware to use. This I would recommend if you are a serious flight simmer that really 

enjoys flying a flight as realistically as possible with the full integration of the ATC.  

Using the ATC module with the ATC window was just like with the COM radio – when e.g. 

the tower controller or another information service asked me to squawk a specific code, I 

just tuned this in the transponder and the information was send and received without me 

even having to use the numeric code in the ATC window – this was awesome but if this is 

due to the module or a feature within FSX I am not sure, but the realism I got was superb! 

The connection of these modules was extremely simple – just connect the DIN cable and the 

ATC module was working instantly. There is no need for additional drivers or programming 

– everything was working perfectly when the DIN cable was connected. Of course no 

CPflight modules that I have tested can work without the flight simmer gives the modules 

the correct communication port of the computer, but this only has to be done one time 

which will cover all modules (because they are all connected on a string and only have one 

USB connection) 

Another superb thing that I discovered using this ATC module was that the selections area 

was limited to only include the number 0-7 which is perfectly aligned with the real ATC 

module. This is again just a small detail but it does tell me a lot about how thorough and 

detailed the team at CPflight really is – they do not compromise but goes all the way and that 

I like very much!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EFIS (Electronic Flight Information System) 

 

The EFIS is the Electronic Flight Information System which actually consists of several 

units, mostly digital displays as the PFD, the NG (NGD) and the EICAS but in order to 

control these, there is also a control module and this module is the one that I have tested. To 

see the usage of this module within FSX I have tested it using the default B737 and the 

PMDG B737NGX.  

The EFIS is a replica of the real EFIS found in the Boeing B737 aircrafts with a few exceptions 

– the version that I have tested is the EL-series which is a light version of the original EFIS in 

regards of usage/appearance, but in regards of functions they are identical. 

CPflight has created both the EL version and the PRO version which is a 100% replica of the 

real EFIS, but my test is only done on the EL version. The main difference is the rotating 

switches where the left and right rotator in the PRO/real version is dual rotators and in the 

EL version they are single rotators with a push button. Also the two center rotator switches 

are different but that is only the knob. Here below are two images of the EFIS for the B737 

where the left version is the PRO version and the right one is the EL version. 

 

 

 

The functions which are used with the dual rotator switches are also possible using the EL 

version. Here you just need to push and hold the push button within the rotator switch at 

the same time you turn the rotator to either the left of right. This function will apply the 

same changes as if you were using the secondary rotator (outer ring). 

The EFIS consists of several rotator switches, several pushbuttons and two toggle switches 

which all controls input and views on the PFD, NG(D) and the EICAS displays. 

Top Left Rotator is the MINS  function that adjusts the minimum altitude. This is controlled 

by rotating the rotator to either the left or right. This rotator can also select if it should 

according to either Radio or Barometric altitude. 

Top Right Rotator is the BARO controller that controls which “format” the display will be in 

as e.g. IN or HPA. This is the barometric measurement / air pressure measured in either 

inches/millimeters mercury or Hecto Pascal which is used for e.g. the altitude indicator. The 

rotator is also used to adjust the barometric altitude setting. 



Bottom Left rotator is the Mode Selector that is directly connected to the NG(D) display and 

here the pilot can change the display to show various views as e.g. VOR and MAP etc. 

Bottom Right rotator is the Range Selector which is used together with the Mode Selector 

rotator. The Range Selector is also directly connected to the NG(D) display and adjusts the 

range displayed in the NG(D). 

The two toggle switches control the view of the relative information of the selected station 

as either VOR1/2 or ADF1/2. Both toggle switches are ON/OFF/ON switches meaning that 

the center position is an OFF position. 

In between the two top rotator switches there are located two pushbuttons – the FPV and 

the MTRS. They are both directly connected to the PDF and the FPV shows the Flight Path 

Vector while the MTRS enables the pilot to get the PFD altitude readout also in meters and 

not just feet. This is indicated by adding a small colored box with the meters indication on 

top of the feet indication in the right column of the PFD. 

The last part of the EFIS control unit is the line of buttons at the bottom of the panel. In total 

there are here 7 buttons that again are connected directly to the NG(D). They control 

functions as various views of stations, airports, waypoints etc. within the selected range in 

the NG(D) display and more – to get the full overview please view the EFIS Wiki. 

 

 

 

Connecting and installing this module was easy – again if the MCP is already installed 

including drivers etc. then there is no need for additional drivers. It truly is just a simple plug 

and play module that when connected instantly worked perfectly. 



The connection is the DC chain that is connected directly to the MCP and since I have other 

console modules also connected in the DC chain – these were connected to the second DC 

plug on the back side of the EFIS. 

The back side of the EFIS consists of two DC plugs – they both work the same way, so it 

doesn’t matter which plug you connect the EFIS to the MCP with and vice versa with the 

DC string to the console modules. If I only connected one EFIS to the MCP without the 

console modules I would not need any additional power supply, but if I were to add both the 

CPT and the F/O EFIS to the MCP, this would only work if I added a power supply to the 

MCP.  

In my setup I have not connected a power supply to the MCP even though I have connected 

the string of console modules to the EFIS and MCP, but this works perfectly because I have 

connected the power supply to the BRT modules instead – they are then able to supply my 

complete DC chain with sufficient power. 

 

 

 

Furthermore the EFIS’s back side also has a small jumper that as default is set to CPT. This 

means that the EFIS is now working as the captains EFIS and not the F/O’s EFIS. To change 

this is very simple – just take out the jumper and place it as the F/O instead (move it one step 

to the right). However the jumper is not a switch which is why you need to pull it out, move 

to the right and put it back in. 

Since the EFIS does not have any mounting wholes for screws etc. there is placed a mounting 

bracket on the back side also. Mounting was also easy and depending on your setup, the 

connection and mounting can be done within just a few minutes or even seconds if you are 

fast. 



The EFIS consist of a PCB as the other modules and with the rotator switches, the toggle 

switches and the push buttons directly mounted on it. The PCB is placed in an aluminum 

box to keep the electronics safe and mounted on a front plate which is made of powder 

coated aluminum that is laser cut and features engraved legends. 

Additionally the EFIS also features a super backlight function which is created by PCB based 

LEDs located on the PCB inside the aluminum box. They give a realistic shine and all legends 

are easy to see = the EFIS is easy to use even though the cockpit/your simulator room is 

completely dark. 

Comparing the EFIS EL to the animated EFIS within the PMDG and also comparing it to the 

real EFIS found on the Boeing B737NG series, they are not identical due to the dual rotators 

and the rotator knobs, but otherwise I think CPflight has defiantly made a very interesting 

piece of hardware that adds a great amount of realism to the flightsim experience for sure. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blue = EFIS (electronic flight information system – control unit) 

Red = PFD (primary flight displays) 

Green = NG(D) (navigational displays) 

Orange = EICAS (engine-indicating and crew-alerting system) 



Flood & Cabin Door Modules(BRT737) 

 

The Flood & Cabin Door modules also known as the BRT737 module, are two console 

modules located at the far back of the center console on each side of the rudder/ailerons trim 

panel. 

These panels are both replicas of the real panels found in the Boeing B737NGs and the two 

panels are a set meaning that you cannot purchase just the one but will get both. 

CPflight has actually made two different versions of these modules where one is the DC 

version and the other is the USB version. The modules that I have tested are the DC version 

which means the versions that are connected by the daisy chain DIN 5-pole cable to the 

other modules. The USB version is identical with the layout but the difference lies in the 

connection to the computer, where the USB version can connect by itself directly to the 

computer without the usage of the MCP – this is not possible with the DC version that 

needs the MCP for connecting to the computer. 

Furthermore there are a few minor details in difference as e.g. the STAB trim switch in the 

USB version is a fully working switch but in the DC version it is actually unfortunately just a 

dummy switch. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The STAB trim/CAB Door module is connected to the Flood module by a single flat cable and 

features the STAB trim dummy switch including safety cap and an LED annunciator that can 

be controlled by adding a switch to the two pole terminal block on the back side of the 

panel. This is actually all that this panel does which is not that much, however the quality of 

the panel is equal to the other modules that I have tested and features a PCB with the toggle 

switch and annunciator mounted directly on it together with the integrated PCB based LED 

backlight function. 

The module does not feature a box to keep the PCB safe but of course it is created with a 

superb laser cut front plate of aluminum which is powder coated and laser engraved. The 



realism created is good but when comparing it to the PMDG737NGX and also to the real 

panel found in the NG series of the Boeing 737 it doesn’t quite fill the idea of the complete 

replica. The panel is very well made for sure but when looking at the animated panel the 

annunciator should actually be two annunciators and there should also be a rotary switch to 

the right side of it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

The Flood module is a 100% replica of the real Boeing 737 Flood module and also when 

comparing it to the PMDG737NGXs panel. It doesn’t consists of much, actually only two 

rotating encoders and the function is just to control the brightness of the backlight within 

the console module – this feature works however perfectly and did bring some additional 

experience to my night VFR and IFR flights. 

The Flood module also is the power module for the DC chain, so on the back side of this 

module there is both an outlet to the Stab Trim/Cabin Door module, 3 DIN 5-pole outlets to 

other console modules as e.g. the ATC, NAV, COM and Trim modules etc. 

Furthermore there is a power inlet which is a 220v/V5 converter that is plugged directly into 

the wall socket and then there is the DIN 5-pole socket for connecting the Flood module to 

the EFIS and MCP chain. 

Last there is also a Flood potentiometer terminal block (INOP) which can be used if you 

would like to connect other hardware as e.g. LEDs which you would like to be controlled by 

the encoders. 

If you have the USB version there will additionally be the USB socket, a Cabin Door input 

(contact) and a set of jumpers for firmware upgrades (see below the differences). 



 

 

DC version: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USB version: 

 

 

 

 

 



The Flood module is like the Stab Trim & Cabin Door module made without the aluminum 

box covering the PCB. Both panels are mend to be mounted directly into a console without 

danger of damaging the inside electronics. 

The module is also a PCB based module where the encoders are connected directly onto the 

PCB including the backlight LEDs. Furthermore this module of course also features the same 

high quality laser cut front plate with the laser engraved legends. 

 

 

 

Overall with these two panels I would say, they do bring some additional experience to my 

virtual flights but they are not very complex units and does not give me much more that the 

backlight addition. 

In that regards I would like to add that the function of the backlight control is limited to 

only be the console modules and does not include the EFIS or the MCP unfortunately.  The 

price tag for the Flood and Stab Trim modules I think is a bit high when comparing them to 

how many functions they have and what additional experience they bring the flight simmer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



My overall experience of the CPflight modules that I here have tested is that they are of a 

very high quality, they are easy to mount and connect and everything works perfectly 

immediately. There is no need for any kind of programming as long as you have downloaded 

and installed the driver for the MCP. 

The look and feel are absolutely superb and I can see that CPflight really do put a lot of effort 

into creating full size replicas of the excellent Boeing B737NG. Rating these modules I have 

decided to do independently because they vary and this I have listed here below including a 

few comments: 

 

COM Radio:  

Receives a 5 star rating but do have a small issue with the standby frequency not changing in 

the animated panel, but this I don’t know if it is only an issue encountered with the PMDG  

 

ATC Radio: 

Receives a 5 star rating because it is just excellent 

 

EFIS: 

Receives a 5 star rating because the EL version is mend as a lower cost module which 

therefore means that the modules is not 100% a replica in terms of the rotating switches and 

their knobs – however the PRO version is 100% a replica but at a different cost. 

 

Stab Trim & Flood: 

Receives a 3 star rating because the modules are of high quality but the functions are very 

limited and the DC version only features a dummy switch and an annunciator which has to 

be activated by a “third-party” switch. Also because the Stab Trim module is not identical 

with the real panel. 

 

Rays Aviation 


